
Buddha Snake Idol for Home 2.5
feet
Read More
SKU: 01814
Price: ₹36,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Garden Buddha Statue,
Garden Sculptures, Sitting Buddha Statues, Statues &
Sculptures

Product Description

Indian Woman Dancer Statue
1.5 feet
Read More
SKU: 01813
Price: ₹22,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Apsara Sculpture Khajuraho | Angel
Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures

Product Description
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Indian Welcome Lady Statue 5
feet
Read More
SKU: 01812
Price: ₹100,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Apsara Sculpture Khajuraho | Angel
Statue, Garden Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures

Product Description

Dancer Figurine Dancing Lady
Statue 3 feet
Read More
SKU: 01811
Price: ₹45,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Apsara Sculpture Khajuraho | Angel
Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures

Product Description
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Saraswati Statue Large Garden
sculpture 6 feet
Read More
SKU: 01810
Price: ₹250,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Saraswati Statues, Hindu Statues,
Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

Small Garuda Murti Black Stone
6 inch
Read More
SKU: 01809
Price: ₹16,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garuda Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures

Product Description
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Hindu Goddess Statue Devi
Statue Black Stone
Read More
SKU: 01808
Price: ₹110,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hindu Statues, Other God/Godess Statues
, Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

Stylish Ganpati Idol for Home
Green Stone
Read More
SKU: 01797
Price: ₹220,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: New Style Ganesh Murti

Product Description
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Stylish Ganpati Idol for Home Green Stone designs is among the most widely
available making them a good choice for those who want to add a soothing and
tranquil environment outdoors. Material: Greenstone sculpture Dimension(HWL): 36
inch Position: Standing Height: 3 feet  Characterization of the Ganesha Murti sitting
statue:

The statue displayed here is the statue of Lord Ganesha.
 In this statue, he is seen sitting on a Simhasana in Lalitasana pose, beneath his feet his
Vahana mouse is seen with humble eyes and folded hands looking at his master
submissively.
Seen with four arms where he is holding a goad, a pot full of sweets, a noose, and a broken
tusk.

Lord Ganpati:

"Gana" stands for common people, and "Isha" means head, thus "Ganesha" means the
head of common people.
Lord Ganesha is always honored first before the beginning of any auspicious pooja or ritual
or any new venture.
He rides a mouse as his Vahana.
His birthday falls on the month of Bhadrava Shukla paksha Chaturthi known as Vinayaka
Chaturthi or Ganesh Chaturthi.

Placement advice:

Use the sculpture in an archway or arbor, which will enrich the magnificence of the garden
a lot more.
Establishing a lantern or lamppost near the statue would make it glow even after dark.
Tempt the lookout of the onlooker by displaying the home garden statue near any water
feature, the trickling sound of water becomes enchanting.
Surround the home garden sculpture with honeysuckle, jasmine,  Cestrumeetc, etc, these
are some fragrant that not only add pictorial smoothness to the eye but create a wonderful
aroma in the atmosphere.
Enjoy the peacefulness of a large garden, or park, by placing the statue amid a spouting
fountain.
Entries of colleges, institutions, and schools are some bewitching options to exhibit the
statue.
The lobby of the hotel, resort, or resturant can be nicely embellished with the garden
statue.
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Lord Ganesha and his godsend:

Lord Ganesha is the remover of all kinds of obstacles.
Students widely worship him to outperform in their academics.
Attain success and fortune in your life with the divine grace of Lord Ganesha.

How to clean the Ganpati Idol for Home:

Start the process of cleaning by dousing it wholly with a hose spray in a gentle mode.
Once the statue gets wet, clean it using a soft bristle brush or with a cloth in every nook
and crevice where the chances of dust assemblage are more.
Once you are completed with scrubbing, give the home garden statue a final flurry and let
it air dry.
Repeat this method of washing from time to time to keep it away from any biological
development.

Unique Murti of Ganpati Soap
Stone 20 inch
Read More
SKU: 01799
Price: ₹60,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: New Style Ganesh Murti

Product Description

The Murti of Ganpati is a quick and easy house decoration thing that can spruce up
your space naturally. Material: Soapstone / Pinkstone Dimension(HWL):  21 x 16 x 8 inch
Position: Sitting Height: 21 inch  Description of the Murti of Ganpati:
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The statue describes here is the statue of Lord Ganesha.
 In this statue, he is seen sitting on a beautiful bloomed lotus in Lalitasana.
Seen with four arms where he is holding a goad, a pot full of sweets, a noose, and posing
in Abhay Hasta to his devotees.

Ganesha significance:

The chubby, gentle, wise, and elephant-headed Ganesha is one of Hinduism’s most
revered deities popular as the "Vighna Harta" which means the remover of obstacles.
"Gana" denotes people, and "Isha" indicates leader so "Ganesha" means the leader of
people.
He is the god of the beginning. That is why worshipped before commencing any new
happening.
He rides a mouse in his vehicle which is an Indian Bendi coot mouse.
The captivation of Lord Ganesha is unquestionable throughout the universe.
The left trunk defines either the Chandra Nadi or the Ida Nadi.
Specifically, when the trunk is adjacent to the laddoo or Ganesha’s favorite modak, the
Vamamukhi Ganesha signifies material riches and success while curing Vastu dosha.
His birthday falls on the month of Bhadrava Shukla paksha Chaturthi.

Ways to incorporate the Murti of Ganpati at home:

Refresh the environment and your workplace by installing the mesmerizing statue.
Murti of Ganpati is considered the best decorating item for home and office.
The most attractive way for positioning a Murti of Ganpati is the end table beside the
couch in the living room.
Positioning the statue in the center of a fireplace mantel between two matching or
coordinating statuettes can be a tastefully classic approach.
Purposely placing the statue off-center or at one end of the mantle allows for another item
to be used to balance the effect.
 A no-fail tip is to pick to display the art piece by positioning it on the foyer or console at
the foyer or entrance.
Positioned on top of a small occasional table is usually best to avoid an exact center
approach.

Boons and benefits:

Lord Ganesha eliminates all kinds of obstacles from the life of his devotee.
Earn an ample amount of wisdom and intelligence from the embodiment of knowledge.
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To excel in academics, he is admired by most pupils.

A most promising way to clean Soapstone Murti of Ganpati: 

Start cleaning the sculpture by using a dry, soft cloth to rub over the surface of the
sculpture.
Brush away any dust and debris using a soft cotton lint-free cloth, that is enough to ward
off the dust from the statue.
Or you can use a soft paintbrush to reach the detailed area of the sculpture.
The periodic cleaning is relying upon the exposure of the statue.

Beautiful Vinayagar Statue for
Home Decor 20 inch
Read More
SKU: 01796
Price: ₹90,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: New Style Ganesh Murti

Product Description

The Beautiful Vinayagar Statue for Home Decor showcases the abundance of talent
in India at its best which is perfectly suited to modern interior and exterior themes. 
Material: Soapstone Pinkstone Dimension(HWL):  20 inch Position: Standing Height: 20
inches Characterization of the Vinayagar Statue for Home:

It is a lustrous form of Lord Ganesha, made from soapstone.
In this statue, he is seen standing over a beautiful Simhasana plinth, the posture is known
as Valampuri Ganesha.
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In this form, he has four arms carrying a goad, Modak, a noose, and his own broken tusk.
Stone carving is an ancient tradition of Odisha, giving a single stone to many life-like and
life-less looks from competent artisans with their proficient hands.

The god of the beginning:

Lord Ganesha is the son of Goddess Parvati and Lord Shiva.
Gana means associates of shiva, isha means lord, so  Ganesha means Lord of all Ganas.
Goddess Parvati made a dummy from the turmeric of her body while bathing and made
him the guard at the door until she finishes her bath.
Meanwhile, Lord Shiva came back only to find an unknown boy prohibiting him from entry
to his own dome which made him angry, and in his outrage, he decapitated the boy's head
with his trident.
When Goddess Parvati came to know that Lord Shiva has beheaded Lord Ganesha, she
immediately approached Lord Shiva about all the happenings in his absence which made
him acknowledge his mistake. Lord Shiva put an elephant's head on Ganesha's torso and
gave him a new life.
His birth anniversary is celebrated in the month of Bhadraba Shukla paksha Chaturthi as
Ganesh or Vinayak Chaturthi every year.

Master the art of displaying sculpture :

Display it on an end table in your living room, beside a sofa where you spend the
maximum of your time with family and friends.
Creating a wonderful house decor with the Vinayagar Statue for Home.
Give a modern look to your foyer or entrance with the enchanting statue of Lord Ganesha.
Displaying it in the hallway, or lobby of a hotel or office will give you the utmost
satisfaction.
Display them on the entryway on either side. The end result will add the perfect oomph to
your home decor.
If you are looking for an easy way to create a phenomenal decor theme then exhibit it
among some colorful potted plants on your patio.
Make a statement gift for your dear one.

Obtain the grace of the Vinayagar Statue for Home:

Lord Ganesha is widely known as Vighnaharta as he removes obstacles from the life of his
devotees.
You will earn an enormous volume of wisdom and intellect.
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Lord Ganesha fills up the life of his devotee with fortune and wealth.

Best way to clean Vinayagar Stone Statue for Home:

For dusting, use a brush or cloth to buff off the statue. Use the brush to reach the detailing
parts of the statue.
Dusting the stone statue once in a while is sufficient to keep your favorite piece looking
great for years to come.

Beautiful Ganapathi Statue Pink
Stone 2 feet
Read More
SKU: 01795
Price: ₹130,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: New Style Ganesh Murti

Product Description

The Beautiful Ganapathi Statue of Pink Stone offers a traditional addition by
dominating its surroundings with its mesmerizing outlook. Material: Soapstone
Pinkstone Dimension(HWL):  24 inch Position: Sitting Height: 2 feet Depiction of the
Ganpati statue:

It is a lustrous form of Lord Ganesha, made from Pinkstone.
In this statue, he is seen sitting over a beautiful lotus plinth, the posture is known as
Valampuri Ganesha.
In this form, he has four arms carrying a goad, Modak, a noose, and his own broken tusk. A
mouse is seen beneath his feet looking humbly at his master.
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Stone engraving is an ancient practice of Odisha, giving a single stone to many life-like and
life-less looks from competent crafters with their skilled hands.

The god of the beginning:

Lord Ganesha is the beloved son of Goddess Parvati and Lord Shiva.
"Gana" means attendant of Lord Shiva, and" Pati" means lord, so  Ganpati means Lord of
all Ganas.
Goddess Parvati made a figure from the turmeric of her body while bathing and made him
watch at the door until she completes her bath.
Meanwhile, Lord Shiva came back only to find an unidentified boy denying him entry to his
own dome which made him angry, and in his anger, he guillotined the boy's head with his
trident.
When Goddess Parvati came to know that Lord Shiva has decapitated Lord Ganesha, she
immediately explain to Lord Shiva about all the incidents in his absence which made him
concede his mistake. Lord Shiva then put an elephant's head on Ganesha's torso and gave
him a new life.
His birth anniversary is celebrated in the month of Bhadraba Shukla paksha Chaturthi as
Ganesh or Vinayak Chaturthi every year.

Master the art of exhibiting the sculpture :

The Ganpati statue would look right at home on your patio or living.
This elegant piece would be perfect for use as a centerpiece.
Liven up any space with this Ganpati statue.
A super easy way to display at a vacant corner with an iron stool or pedestal.
The statue enhances the space surrounding them in different ways like in the lobby or
hallway of a hotel, resturant, or office.
The statue is fascinating for every indoor theme like at the altar, home temple, etc.
The Ganpati statue is a beautiful decor that complements the entrance and foyer.
Give your bungalow a new life by decorating it with the Ganpati statue.
There are endless creative ways to repurpose the statue, so use your own imagination and
give it a reality.

Obtain the grace of the Ganapathi Statue:

Lord Ganesha is known as Vighnaharta one who removes obstacles from the life of his
devotees.
You will earn a massive volume of wisdom and intellect.
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Lord Ganesha suffices the life of his devotee with fortune and wealth.

Best way to clean Ganapathi Statue:

For dusting, use a brush or cloth to rub the statue. Use the brush to reach the crevices of
the statue.
Dusting the stone statue once in a while is enough to keep your favorite piece looking
great for years.

Ganesh Statue for Home Unique
Style 2.5 feet
Read More
SKU: 01794
Price: ₹195,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: New Style Ganesh Murti

Product Description

The Ganesh Statue for Home Unique Style coordinates so easily with contemporary
themes, a bright addition for a subtler look with flexible placement possibilities.
Material: Soapstone Pinkstone Dimension(HWL):  30 inch Position: Sitting Height: 2.5 feet
Depiction of the Ganpati statue:

It is a Dakhinamukhi form of Lord Ganesha, made from Pinkstone.
In this statue, he is seen sitting over a gorgeous plinth, the posture is known as
Siddhivinayak Ganesha.
In this form, he has four arms carrying a goad, Modak, a noose, and his broken tusk. A
mouse is seen beneath his feet looking humbly at his master.
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Various carvings of gods and goddesses can be seen surrounding the Torana-style
Mandapa where Ganesha sits.
Stone engraving is an ancient practice of Odisha, giving a single stone to many life-like and
life-less looks from competent crafters with their skilled hands.

The god of the start:

Lord Ganesha is the beloved son of Goddess Parvati and Lord Shiva.
"Gana" means attendant of Lord Shiva, and" Pati" means lord, so  Ganpati means Lord of
all Ganas worshiped before any auspicious work.
Goddess Parvati made a sculpture from the turmeric from her body while cleaning and
made him watch at the door until she finishes her bath.
Meanwhile, Lord Shiva came back only to find an unknown boy banning his entry to his
dome which made him furious, and in his anger, he decapitated the boy's head with his
trident.
When Goddess Parvati came to know that Lord Shiva had beheaded Lord Ganesha, she
immediately clarify to Lord Shiva all the incidents in his absence which made him admit his
mistake. Lord Shiva then put an elephant's head on Ganesha's torso and gave him a new
life.
His birth anniversary is celebrated in the month of Bhadraba Shukla paksha Chaturthi as
Ganesh or Vinayak Chaturthi every year.

The art of displaying the sculpture :

The Ganpati sculpture would look good at home on your patio or living.
This extravagant piece would be perfect for use as a centerpiece.
Liven up any space with this Ganesha statue.
A super easy way to exhibit at an empty corner with an iron stool or pedestal.
The statue enriches the space surrounding them in different ways like in the lobby or
hallway of a hotel, resturant, or office.
The statue is used for worshipping like at the altar, home temple, etc.
The Ganesha statue is a stunning decor that elevates the entrance and foyer.
Give your home a new life by embellishing it with the Ganesha sculpture.
There are endless innovative ways to repurpose the statue, so use your creativity and give
it a reality.

Grace from the Ganapathi Statue:

Vighnaharta means remover of obstacles.
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You will earn a tremendous amount of wisdom and brilliance.
Lord Ganesha suffices the life of his devotee with prosperity and fortune.

Best way to clean Ganesh Statue for Home:

For dusting, use a brush or cloth to caress the statue. Use the brush to reach the crevices
of the beautiful sculpture.
Dusting the stone statue from time to time is enough to keep your lovely piece looking
great for years.

Unique Ganpati Murti Soap
Stone
Read More
SKU: 01792
Price: ₹220,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: New Style Ganesh Murti

Product Description

A friend to your decor and the environment! The Unique Ganpati Murti.

Material: Soapstone Pinkstone
Dimension(HWL):  24 inch
Position: Sitting
Height: 2 feet

Depiction of the Unique Ganpati Murti:
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It is a Dakhinamukhi murti of Lord Ganesha, made from Pinkstone.
In this statue, he is seen sitting over a gorgeous Simhasan, the posture known as
Siddhivinayak Ganesha.
In this form, he has four arms holding a goad, Modak, a noose, and his broken tusk. A
mouse is seen beneath his feet looking submissively at his master.
Various carvings of gods and goddesses can be seen beneath the Torana-style Mandapa
where Ganesha sits.
Stone engraving is an ancient heritage of Odisha, giving a single stone to many life-like
and life-less looks from skilled crafters with their competent hands.

Lord Ganesha: Leader of all Ganas

Lord Ganesha is the darling son of Goddess Parvati and Lord Shiva.
"Gana" means subordinate of Lord Shiva, and" Pati" means lord, so  Ganpati means Lord of
all Ganas. Honored before any auspicious work.
His representational sculpture has the head of an elephant with a curved trunk and large
ears on a large human body. Rat is the vehicle chosen by Ganesha.
Goddess Parvati made a statue from the turmeric from her body while cleansing herself
and made him watch at the door until she completes her bath.
Meantime, Lord Shiva came back only to find an unknown boy forbidding him to enter his
own home which made him angry, and in his anger, he decapitated the boy's head with his
trident.
When Goddess Parvati came to know that Lord Shiva had beheaded Lord Ganesha, she
immediately elucidate to Lord Shiva all the incidents in his absence which made him admit
his mistake. Lord Shiva then put an elephant's head on Ganesha's torso and gave him a
new life.
His birth anniversary is celebrated in the month of Bhadraba Shukla paksha Chaturthi as
Ganesh or Vinayak Chaturthi every year.

The art of displaying the sculpture :

The Unique Ganpati Murti adds gorgeous rustic, coastal texture to any arrangement.
If you are looking for a minimalist approach to a centerpiece then what will be better than
exhibiting the gorgeous sculpture?
Display the statue on the nook and corner of your home or office that is visible from near
and far away.
Beautiful on their own immense color range, individual shapes, and unique textures, it
would be a crime not to take advantage of placing it in your home.
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Exhibiting it in the foyer or entryway which looks sophisticated and tidy.
The unique Ganpati murti exudes a somewhat artistic vibe (and, rightly so, since the
artisans making them produce them by hand) which makes them great options for
spotlighting.
A simple modern pedestal with a large-scale statue of interesting textures becomes an
instant addition to an art collection.

Grace from the Ganapathi Statue:

Vighnaharta means remover of obstacles.
His worship gives success and makes you determined to achieve your goals.
You will be able to gain an immense amount of knowledge.

Best way to clean the Unique Ganpati Murti:

For dusting, use a brush or cloth to fondle the statue. Use the brush to reach the crannies
and depths of the stunning sculpture.
Wiping the stone statue from time to time is sufficient to keep your pleasant art piece
looking great for years.

Unique Krishna's Murti
Sandstone Big Size
Read More
SKU: 01791
Price: ₹250,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Krishna Statues, Garden Sculptures,
Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures

Product Description
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This beauty of Unique Krishna’s Murti Sandstone is Big Size to mount in an entryway,
office, living room, or in your exterior. It's a rustic, distressed finish with a clear
choice to many. Material:  Sandstone Dimension(HWL): 72 x 31 x 15 inch  Height: 6 feet
Position: Standing Features of  Unique Krishna’s Murti :

The statue shown here is of Lord Krishna, the charmer.
Lord Krishna the epitome of love is shown standing with Tribhangi posture with his favorite
musical instrument, the flute in his hand which had the capability of mesmerizing any soul
with his captivating tune.
His seducing expressions and postures can leave you drooling over him.

About Lord Krishna; The enchanter

Lord Krishna was a child, a brother, a charioteer, a warrior, a disciple, a guru, a cowherd, a
messenger, and the beloved of the cowherd girls. Throughout his life, Krishna acted so
many roles.
Sri Krishna is one who marked both life and death with a big smile. He took birth with a
smile on his face, lived with a smile, and left his body with a smile. The message that he
conveyed through his life is that we should make life full of laughter.
Krishna took birth in the prison cell of King Kansa. Kansa jailed Devaki and had each child
she bore got murdered. However, Devaki, and her husband, Vasudeva, finally were able to
lurk one child to safety.
They sent Lord Krishna to Vraja, where he was brought up by a foster parent, Nanda &
Yasoda. It was in Vrindavan, one of the villages of Vraja, that Krishna won the hearts of the
Gopis, the cowherds of the village. By spending all his time with the Gopis of
Vrindavan—playing with them, joking with them, stealing their butter and milk, etc.
Kansa sent many assassins to kill Krishna, but none of them were able to do so. And in the
end, Krishna returned to Mathura and killed Kansa, restoring dharma to the motherland.
Krishna Janmashtami lit. ''Occasion of the birth of Lord Krishna'', also known as
Janmashtami or Gokulashtami, on the eighth (Ashtami) day of the dark fortnight of the
month of Bhadrapada.

Where and how to place the beautiful statue:

The  Unique Krishna’s Murti is a great addition to any landscape, yard, or park.
A must-have centerpiece for any landscape, yard, or park.
A breathtaking way to add the statue fits in beautifully with the blooming plants
surrounding the area.
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Placing it near a bench in a park, garden or lawn will provide a calming effect for guests
while offering a visual treat.
The statue blends in beautifully with the stone-lined pond.
Terra-cotta pots filled with small-leaf boxwood surround the statue making this design
cohesive.
 Plants surrounding this statue feature make it the centerpiece. Lush foliage contributes to
the cool scheme.
Statues can be an ideal starting point for a more formal appeal for an outdoor fountain.
Water trickles over a cherub and into the basin below in this fountain. Add character to the
landscape by surrounding the statue with blooming plants and lush greenery. The
fountain's soothing sounds and aesthetic appeal beckon visitors outside.
Add a simple and appealing style to your landscape, garden or park.
Exhibit the statue surrounded by Asian-influenced plantings, creating a beautiful focal
point for your yard.
A simple statue adds the soothing allure of running water that a picture could not offer.

Blessings for keeping the sacred idol of Lord Krishna’s Murti:

You will be saved from the thrashings of life and will award bravery and fortitude of
immeasurable exuberance.
The statue is incredibly effective and brings fortune and success. This helps to defeat your
enemies and everything against the odds. It helps to protect us against bad powers and
evil results.
It eliminates the malefic effects of planet Ketu.
His grace helps to remove Nisantaan dosha and makes your married life more joyful.

Cleaning of the Krishna’s Murti:

For cleaning the statue begin by pre wet it. Then proceed to rinse it thoroughly with mild
soapy water using a brush or cloth.
Lastly, let it air dry following a final bath of the statue.
Clean it up every once in a while to restore its beauty and shine for years to come.
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Big Shiva Garden Statue 6 feet
Read More
SKU: 01790
Price: ₹180,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Shiv Ji Statues, Garden Sculptures, Hindu
Statues, Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

Big Shiva Garden Statue is especially eye-catching within modern interior decor
themes. The rustic finishes ensure easy coordination.

Material: Sandstone Redstone
Dimensions(HWL): 72 x 36 x 20 inch
Statue Position: Sitting
Statue Height:  6 feet
 
A short explanation of the sitting Shiva Garden Statue: 

The statue represents here is the statue of Lord Shiva the "Adiyogi".
 It is said that Shiva always contemplates Lord Vishnu.
Sitting in Lalitasana, with four hands, two at the back where he is seen holding his trident
and Damru, and two in front posing Abhay and Vitarka Mudra.
The base he is sitting upon resembles Mount Kailasha beneath which a bull can be seen,
his Vahana looking at him with a humble eye.

Lord Shiva: The desecrator
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Lord Shiva is in the superconscious state (samadhi). An unmanifest form, that is in other
words "The Supreme God".
He is the third god in the Hindu Trinity.
Shiva refers to both “that which is not,” and Adiyogi because in many ways they are
synonymous.
 Lord Shiva saved the world by consuming poison that arose from the ocean during the
Churning of the milk ocean. This poison got stored in his throat thus making it blue which
is the reason that Lord Shiva is also named Neelkanth (blue throat).
Chaturdashi Tithi Krishna Paksha in the month of Phalguna as per the North Indian Hindu
calendar and Magha as per the South Indian Hindu calendar. Maha Shivratri is observed to
honor him.

Placement tips for the sitting Lord Shiva's idol:

First impressions matter. Exhibiting the entrance reflects who you are and how guests,
passersby, and neighbors perceive your home and the welcome they will receive there.
Give the outside attention it deserves by exhibiting it in your garden, park, or lawn.
Add a couple of potted plants around the statue that can make a bold, cheerful statement.
 Placing it in the entryway of the park, lawn, or garden as a first impression can be a
lasting impression.
Why not make yours a beautiful one at first knock by placing it on the bed of flowers of
vibrant colors?
Surround the statue with tidy boxwood topiary in a charming container that can accent the
sidewalk year-round.
Free-flowing, evergreen star jasmine vines plus fragrant, perennial lemon thyme are
planted around the statue would give it a blooming look.
Create a beautiful outdoor embellishment with the Lord Shiva statue installed near a
sprouting fountain, pool, or pond.

Bestows of Lord Shiva:

Lord Shiva grants his devotee a peaceful and harmonious life.
It is said that an individual gets a desiring partner by his grace.
Lord Shiva remove all sorts of troubles in your life.

Cleaning tip of the Shiva Garden Statue:

Every spic and span home statue decor requires deep cleaning every once in a while.
Begin cleaning by dousing it with a hose spray, once it gets wet rinse the surface using a
cloth or a bristle brush in soapy water.
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 After giving it a final bath, let it air dry.

Attractive Vishnu Statue 3 feet
murti
Read More
SKU: 01789
Price: ₹43,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Vishnu Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures

Product Description

The attractive Vishnu Statue Murti is an individual dramatic centerpiece
arrangement made to suit a wide variety of decor themes. Material: Sandstone
Redstone Dimensions :  36 x 18 x 9 inch Position: Standing Statue Height: 3 feet
Description of the Vishnu Statue:

The statue represented here is Lord Vishnu standing under a multi-hooded serpent.
He always depicts a human body, with four arms, carrying various objects like a conch,
chakra, lotus, and a club.
Dressed in ample jewelry, flower garlands, a wrapped skirt, and a large crown.
The sculpture is made in an almost intricate and skillful manner making it difficult to take
your eyes off.

About Lord Vishnu:

Lord  Vishnu is the savior of the universe.
In every Incarnation, he returns to earth to restore and balance good and
wickedness(Cosmic balance).
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The Tilak on his head indicates a  clear direction that accelerates development.
Vishnu has appeared in various incarnations nine times on this planet, with the tenth
predicted.

1. Matsya (fish): Some Hindus consider that this is similar to the biblical illustration of
Noah.

2. Kurma (turtle): Swirling the Ocean
3. Varaha (pig/boar): In this avatar, Vishnu recovered the robbed Vedas.
4. Narasimha (half lion, half man): Vishnu managed to defeat a demon who had

acquired immunity from attacks from man, beast, or god.
5. Vamana (a dwarf sage with the capability to grow): In this story, the evil demon Bali

had taken over the earth and pushed all of the gods from the heavens as well. Vishnu
took the shape of a dwarf, who tricked Bali into showing him as much of Bali's empire
as he could cover in three steps. Vishnu as Vamana expanded so large that with one
step he had encircled the earth, with the second the heavens, thus returning the
ownership to the gods.

6. Parasurama (fierce man/hunter): Vishnu frees the earth of irreligious and sinful
monarchs.

7. Rama (greatest warrior/ideal man )As Rama, he kills the terror King Ravana, who
kidnapped his wife Sita.

8. Krishna (mentally advanced man): Krishna is the icon of the Mahabharata, an epic
poem. He also delivered his famous message, known as the Baghavad Gita.

9. Buddha (the all-knowing one)
10. Kalki: Expected towards the end of this present age of decline, as a person on earth,

seated on a white horse.
The churning also brought Goddess Laxmi from the ocean. A gorgeous woman standing on
a lotus flower chooses Lord Vishnu as his husband, and she has been inseparable since.

 Expert suggestions to place the attractive Vishnu Statue :

One route to finding calm away from the hustle and bustle is by exhibiting the sculpture at
the park, garden, or lawn.
The statue has the potential to become a tranquil retreat for the eye where ever you
placed it.
Create a soothing ambiance by including lighting and furniture near the statue.
Dip your toe in by dedicating one corner of your plot to the statue.
Adding a stepping stone path or even a small bridge leading toward the statue would look
brilliant.
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Japanese maples, also known as Acers, are a fabulous way to bring some visual interest
beneath the sculpture.
Intense color flowers with intricate foliage that changes tone throughout the year elevate
the beauty of the sculpture.
A simple timber trellis, panels, a pergola, or an umbrella would also go well with the
statue. Alternatively, you could add architectural foliage to make your statue feel more
vintage.
Hardy evergreen ferns are a good option to keep your statue looking green among them
all year round.

Reap blessings of Lord Vishnu statue: 

Lord Vishnu's idol brings wealth, abundance, and success to his devotee's life.
Lord Vishnu brings peace of mind by eliminating turmoil, sorrow, mental instability, and
anxiety.
Lord Vishnu knock down the harmful factors of enemies and their actions.

Maintenance tips for the Vishnu Statue:

Pre-wet the statue before start burnishing all the intricate areas of your statue.
After that give the statue a final shower, then let it air dry.

Beautiful Female Indian
Sculpture 5 feet
Read More
SKU: 01787
Price: ₹75,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Apsara Sculpture Khajuraho | Angel
Statue, Garden Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
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Product Description

Beautiful Female Indian Sculpture is a budget-friendly selection intended for outdoor
embellishments, from classic designs to fresh modern picks.

Material: Sandstone
Dimension(HWL): 60 x 24 x 12 inch
Height: 5 feet
Position: Standing

The splendid garden statue:

A lovely sculptural beauty standing on a plinth.
The enthralling look and gesticulation of the curvy body are brilliantly itched on the
sculpture. 
The ancient art craft of Odisha is" stone carving", the heights of excellence can be seen in
the above sculpture. Odisha has achieved a place in the global market for its intricate
carving and engraving.

Roles of Apsara in Hindu mythology:

As per our Hindu mythology, they were the divine singer and dancers with Gandharvas
living in the palace of Lord Indra's abode.
Apsaras are so beautiful maiden fairies and extremely skilled at dancing and singing. 
They were said to be born from the churning of the ocean of milk. They are the consort of 
Gandharvas.
Not only they are skilled artists they also manage families and take care of their children
also.

Get creative with the  Female Indian Sculpture:

Give your celestial maiden an instant leg up by planting some bright colorful flowers
beneath them.
Install the Apsara in an arbor or archway for visual simulation.
Place it under two trees or among the shrubs.
Amuse your guest at the entrance of the resort, hotel, park, or garden.
Accept it or not, exhibiting them near a water feature creates a divine look to the statue.
Exhibit the statue at the center amidst the sprouting fountain, it would look well.
You can provide the statue center stage like in a flower bed in the garden, park, or lawn.
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Apsara and its utility:

East-northeast is the Vaastu zone of happiness and rejuvenation. So placing it there will
make you feel joyous and rejuvenated. 
People associated with dance art are advised to keep it in the west and southwest zone for
success in their field.
It lures positive energy into your home.

How to clean  Female Indian Sculpture :

The outdoor statue becomes dirtier over time, which needs cleaning to revive its beauty.
Using a soft bristle such as a paintbrush to scrub the statue with soapy water, and clear
the grime, mosses, and any biological growth.
Now set a hose in a gentle mode and spray it over the statue. 
Once all left-out residues get cleared, let it sun or air dry, and enjoy the eternal beauty for
generations. 

Vamana Statue - Vamana Avatar
of Vishnu
Read More
SKU: 01786
Price: ₹27,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Vishnu Statues, Hindu Statues, Other
God/Godess Statues, Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

The Vamana Statue – Vamana Avatar of Vishnu sculpture would look great in any
ambiance.
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This piece is made from durable Sandstone material that will age gracefully over
years of display.

Material: Sandstone
Dimension(HWL):  inch
Position: Standing
Height: 2 feet

Explanation of the Vamana Avatar Statue:

The sculptures may depict him as a deformed dwarf or as a brahmachari  (Monastic
student), dressed in the deerskin, loincloth, and sacred thread of the student, and with the
student’s tufted hair.
Holding a Chhatri in one hand while with another posturing in Abhay Mudra.

Lord Vishnu in Vamana Avatar essence:

One day a Vamana (dwarf) dwelled in the court of Bali and implored him to as much land
as he could step over in three paces. 
The king laughingly bestowed the request. Assuming a gigantic form, Vamana with one
step covered the whole earth, and with the second step the mid-world between earth and
heaven. 
When there was nowhere left to go, the demon king lowered his head and suggested
Vamana place his foot on it for the promised third step. 
Vamana was delighted, and with the pressure of his foot sent Bali down below to rule the
netherworld.
 Vishnu in this form is often recognized as Trivikrama (“God of the Three Strides”).

Placement tips for the Vamana Statue:

One of the easiest ways to add appeal, and bring a touch of nature to a man-made space is
using the Vamana Statue.
It enhances your home’s exterior – whether you choose to place it on a vacant corner of
your patio or porch.
This is a great combination for entryways, garden sheds, or along the side of a patio
because it adds interest from multiple viewpoints.
Create a bold garden statement by using the Vamana statue on the pathway of the
garden, park, or lawn.
A built-in planter at the base of the statue helps to anchor it more in the overall design.
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The statue feature near a fountain and pool will thrive in a home garden, lawn, or park.
Exhibit the statue among the potted plants for a creative, unexpected look. 
Outdoor seating areas backed by a blank wall are great spots to enjoy the statue's beauty.
Large-scale cactuses or multi-trunk trees naturally have an interesting shape amidst where
you can place our Vamana statue.
Overhaul your outdoor space by installing the statue with a stepping stone toward it.

Usefulness:

You will get freedom from sins and physical troubles.
Lord Vishnu fulfills his worshiper's wishes very soon.
He blesses his devotees from all walks of life.

Caring tips for the Vamana Statue:

Cleaning sandstone is very easy, it won't take your time.
Using soapy water, rinse the statue with a stiff brush over the surface.
Then use a power washer or a hose to make sure all the moss and algae are eliminated.
Now let the statue air dry. Frequent cleaning would make the statue remain as beautiful as
always.

Garuda Statue Unique
Soapstone Carving
Read More
SKU: 01785
Price: ₹12,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garuda Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
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Product Description

The Garuda Statue Unique Soapstone carving with natural materials showcases an
especially creative way to decorate with a unique kneeling position of the semi-
divine Garuda God. Material: Soapstone / Pinkstone Dimension(HWL): 6 inch Position:
Kneeling Height: 6 inch About the Garuda statue:

The statue is seen kneeling with the right leg vertically folded but the knee is raised while
the leg is folded and placed horizontally on a two-layer lotus pedestal.
He is a mix of the human body, limbs, head, and wings, talons, beaks of an eagle.
His hands are folded in Anjali Mudra with wings spread out.
The splendid engraved image is formed by the artificer of Odisha where stone carving is
globally famous for its complex design.

The embodiment of strength: Garuda

The semi-divine is the mount of Lord Vishnu.
He is widely known as the king of all birds and the enemy of snakes.
You won't find any Dhwaja of Lord Vishnu without Garuda.

Direction and placement opinions:

The statue should be kept in the southwest while facing him to the Northeast.
Use the divine statue in the temple for worshiping purposes.
You can put either side of any Vishnu temple or atop it.
If you want to add a unique element to your backyard, park, or garden then what is better
than keeping a statue genuflecting the Garuda God?
Create a major outdoor focal point with the help of a little gravel and greenery around it.
Place it near any water fountain, pond, or artificial water feature, so you can enjoy the
relaxing sound of water while admiring the beauty of your statue.
Add a pop of color to your garden by placing the statue on a flower bed surrounded by
lilies, roses, Azalea, Alyssa, Cassia, etc.
The statue has its own unique look which will add tons of curb appeal to your home,
garden, or park.
Gift your boss a statue of Garuda and he will not delay your promotion anymore.

Blessings of keeping the stone sculpture of Garuda God:

It can do wonders in improving one's ability and creativity.
It also helps to excel in the respective occupation.
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The statue is beneficial for the betterment of life.

A guiding:

Its weather-proof and durability make this stone sculpture prominent.
For cleaning, wipe it with a piece of cloth or dust it with a hand broom.
Clean it from time to time to keep the dirt away from the Garuda Statue.

6.5 feet Shalabhanjika Apsara
Sculpture Khajuraho
Read More
SKU: 01782
Price: ₹290,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Apsara Sculpture Khajuraho | Angel
Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures

Product Description
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Vinayagar Stone Statue for
Home 3 feet
Read More
SKU: 01781
Price: ₹50,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Vinayagar Stone Statue for Home only grows more beautiful as it ages. Beautifully
coordinates both indoor and exterior. Material: Sandstone Dimension(HWL):  36 inch
Position: Standing Height: 3 feet Description of the Vinayagar Stone Statue for Home:

It is a weathered form of Lord Ganesha, made from sandstone.
In this sculpture, he is seen standing over a beautiful lotus plinth, the posture is known as
Sidddhivinayak.
In this form, he has four arms carrying a goad, Modak, a prayer bead, and an axe.
Stone carving is an age-old practice of Odisha, giving a single stone to many life-like and
life-less looks from the competent crafters, and their proficient hands.

The God of the beginning:

He is the offspring of Goddess Parvati and Lord Shiva.
Gana means associates of shiva, isha means lord, so  Ganesha means Lord of all Ganas.
Goddess Parvati made an effigy from the turmeric of her body while bathing and making
him the guard at the door until she finishes her bath.
During this time, Lord Shiva came back from his journey only to find an unknown boy
banning him from entry to his own dome which made him furious, and in his outrage, he
beheaded the boy's head with his trident.
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Later when Goddess Parvati came to know that Lord Shiva has beheaded Lord Ganesha,
she instantly approached Lord Shiva about all the happenings in his absence which made
him concede his mistake. Lord Shiva put an elephant's head on Ganesha's torso and gave
him life.
His birth anniversary is celebrated in the month of Bhadraba Shukla paksha Chaturthi as
Ganesh or Vinayak Chaturthi every year.

Master the art of displaying sculpture :

Exhibit it on a pedestal in your living room, beside a couch where you spend the maximum
of your time with family and friends.
Displaying your treasured piece on the foyer or patio will turn the decor into a carefully
curated arrangement.
Display the fascinating sculpture in the garden, lawn, or landscape with a bed of vibrant
flowers around it.
Add a stepping stone in the walkway that guides you to the drop-dead lovely sculpture.
Display the sculpture with the water feature in your lawn, garden, or park, which will offer
space for the overall balance of your arrangement.
Place it in the prayer room of educational institutions, hospitals, etc for a more dynamic
display.
The Arbor and archways of the garden can also give the home garden sculpture a
uniqueness.

Obtain the euphoric grace of the chubby idol:

Lord Ganesha is widely known as Vighnaharta as he removes deterrents from his devotee's
life.
You will earn an immense volume of wisdom and intellect.
Lord Ganesha fills up the life of his devotee with prosperity and wealth.

Best way to clean Vinayagar Stone Statue for Home:

Souse the statue with a hose spray, when it gets drenched wholly, irrigate and eliminate all
algae, debris, and moss from its surface using a cloth or sponge.
Once it got clean, give it a final bath and let it air dry.
Cleaning the stone statue twice a year is sufficient to keep your favorite piece looking
great for years to come.
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Goddess Mangala Statue on
Sandstone
Read More
SKU: 01780
Price: ₹22,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Other God/Godess Statues, Hindu Statues
, Maa Durga Statue, Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

Goddess Mangala Statue on Sandstone is a must-have investment for anyone. The
attractive design looks sleek and modern while remaining sturdy enough for years.

Material: Sandstone / Redstone
Dimension(WHL): 18 inch
Height: 18 inch or 1.5 feet

A brief explanation of Maa Mangala statue:

The statue displayed here is of "Goddess Mangala".
She has four arms two at back and two in the front on which she is holding a disk, rosary,
lotus bud, and the fourth hand-counting beads.
Sitting on a Lotus plinth adorning a smiling face a lion her mount is seen beneath her feet.

About Goddess Mangala:

One of the embodiments of Shakti is "Maa Mangala".
In Buddhism, she is considered Goddess Devi Tara.
Goddess Mangala held herself undisclosed under the deep water of river Prachi. Once a
boatman was drifting his boat across the river Prachi. At that time the river was deluging
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and flooded, so he was incapable to sail his boat to the middle of the river. He spent the
whole day and night but was not able to float his boat and in the early morning, before
daylight, Goddess Mangala came into his dream and asked him to regain her from the
water and to designate her in nearby Mangalapur village. The boatman plunged into the
water and was able to find the deity from the bed of the river.
The famous celebration in the temple is “Jhamu Yatra”, which begins in the month of
Vaisakh (April to May) of every year. This falls first to the fifth Tuesday of the month
Vaisakh. On that occasion devotees (ghanta Patua) collect river water from the river Prachi
and pray to the idol to get her blessings, then with the earthen pot, filled with river water,
on their soldier and walk on the surface of burning fire spread on a long track on bare feet.
Due to their faith in Maa Mangala, the Devotees are unhurt and untouched while
completing such a tough tradition.

Ideas to install the home garden sculpture:

Place her among the beds of flowers, such as petunias, violas, Calibrachoa, etc adds life to
the sculpture.
Give your garden a lush green makeover by raising ground covers between the rocks to
display the sculpture for an exceptional look.
Make a space in the garden where you can sit, relax and physically touch the statue with
an inviting and functional garden bench.
Place the statue amid an architectural water feature or sprouting fountain for a prettier
look.
Uplift the statue to make it the center point of the garden along the stepping stone or
pathway by using gravel and tapestry.
You may use it for worshipping in-home and at the temple.

Benefits of the home garden statue:

Helpful to get a good life partner and to lead a happy marital life.
Abate Mangal Dosha in your birth chart if you have any.
She blessed her devotee with a peaceful and pleasant life.

Clean-up guide for the Mangala statue:

Souse the garden statue with water using a pipe or garden hose.
While it is wet, scrub the whole sculpture using a sponge or brush to eliminate moss and
debris.
When you are done cleaning the amass, give the garden statue a final shower & let it air
dry.
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Vinayagar Statue for Home
Black Stone 3 feet
Read More
SKU: 01778
Price: ₹180,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: New Style Ganesh Murti

Product Description

Panchamukhi Hanuman Murti 4
feet
Read More
SKU: 01774
Price: ₹95,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
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The  Panchamukhi Hanuman Murti features a classic aesthetic, that provide a subtle
touch of traditional charm.

Material: Sandstone / Red stone
Dimension(HWL):  48 inch
Position: Sitting
Height: 4 ft

Let's explicate the Panchamukhi Hanuman sculpture:

The statue is seen genuflecting on a lotus base.
The statue has five faces in all five directions with ten hands endowed with many weapons
like a battle ax, disk, mace, trident, prayer bead, and sword. 
The enthralling form is made by the proficient artisans of Odisha where stone engraving is
widely recognized for its intricate design globally.

Panchamukhi Hanuman: The legend

Considered to be the 11th incarnation of Lord Shiva. 
The five-faced Avatar of Lord Hanuman is those of a lion, eagle, horse, monkey, and
Varaha.
"Hanuman" means "Disfigured jaw",(Hanu means jaw, and man means Disfigured).
Lord Hanuman is the personification of supremely powerful, immortal, and omnipresent.
Hanuman Jayanti is celebrated every year on the full moon day of the Hindu month of
Chaitra Purnima in several parts of India. 

Placement ideas and advice:

The idol should be put in the southwest direction of the home or office. 
You can worship the idol in your temple, home, or office.
Place it at the entrance of your garden, park, or landscaping.
Strive to inspire peaceful contemplation with the garden statue, in your garden, park, or
lawn.
Combine the basic elements of plants, water, and rocks with simple, clean lines to create a
tranquil retreat with the sculpture.
Create an attractive arbor or archway to display the structure in it.
 A winding path that leads your eye past the stone pagoda and invites you to speculate on
what's around the next corner.
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 Place it near conifers that provide soothing shades of green around the year, like hedges
and bushes.
Moss makes a peaceful-looking ground cover in damp, shady areas. Because moss doesn't
tolerate foot traffic nicely, place a stepping stone walkway among the moss to allow
passage without damaging its soft surface.

Utilities by keeping the sacred statue :

It is believed that placing a  Panchamukhi Hanuman idol wards off evil energy and that
households don't suffer any problems. 
It also aids in getting Goddess Laxmi's blessing. 
Considering Vaastu, all Vaastu dosha gets eradicated with his grace. 
The five-faced idol not only relief from miscellaneous diseases and removes all planetary
dosha. 

Tips for washing the stone sculpture of  Panchamukhi Hanuman :

Douse the statue using a hose in gentle mode, once it got soaked.
Rinse the statue using a cloth or sponge you may use a small bristle brush to reach the
detailed parts of the statue.
Once you are done with scrubbing, let it air dry followed by a final shower.
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